
 

 

Band Meeting – May 16th, 2018 

BERENS RIVER SCHOOL – BERENS RIVER, MB. 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

Gavin Semple, Jediah Semple, Lindsay Ross, JR Semple, Colin Semple, Jason Semple, Keith Berens, Larry 
Whiteway, Elaine Everett, Harold McKay, Mikey Berens, James Berens, Jessie Bittern, George Green, 
Riley Bear, Rose Bear, Virginia McKay, Melody Bouchie, Clarence Bouchie, Iris Flett, Vernon Flett, Alice 
Bouchie, Roxanne McKay, Madeline Everette, Jessie Traverse, Mindy Traverse, Linda Bouchie, Bill 
Bouchie, Beatrice Emery, Maria Swain, Wanda Hudson, Ruthann Cook, Jennifer Patrick, Eileen 
Whiteway, Sylvia Baptiste, Teresa Everett, Eliza Berens, Corinne Whiteway, Debbie Berens, Hughie Ross, 
Harold Berens, Lindsay Semple Sr., Leroy Flett, Fabian McKay, Tracy Berens, Virginia Kemp, Oliver 
Semple, Wade Everette, Martha Everette, Emelia Semple, April Semple, Jewel Semple, Sarah Disbrowe, 
Cyndy Stoneman, Dawson Bouchie, Emma Semple, Irvine Ross, Doris Flett, Shirley Semple, Joyce 
Disbrowe, Blaine Everette, Sheri Childs, Donna Severite, Pam Valiquette, Jurgen Valiquette,  

COUNCIL: 

Chief Hartley Everett, Councillor Steve Berens, Councillor Gerald Kemp, Councillor Norman McKay, 
Councillor Suzanne McKay, Councillor Roland Whiteway 

GUESTS: 

Chris Kauenhofen, BDO (Auditor), Shannon Poole, Indigenous Services Canada (FSO), Lindsey 
Hemminger, First Nations and Inuit Health, (CLO), Doug Mercer, SERDC (Tribal Director), David MacKay, 
Shawano Pharmacy (Pharmacists and Aides also in attendance Names TBA) 

Chief Hartley Everett Welcomed everyone and requested Opening Prayer. 

OPENING PRAYER conducted by Pastor and Elder, Maria Swain got the meeting underway. 

Chief reviewed the Agenda; and introduced Doug Mercer to open up the meeting with a discussion on 
the Shawano Pharmacy.   

Doug Mercer, Tribal Administrator thanked the community for opportunity to attend this meeting and 
introduced himself, member of Hollow Water… and his goals to reach out to balance relationship with 
Berens River.  Announced that this presentation goes into each community to have the opportunity 
open to Berens River for participation in the initiative of being a shareholder in Shawano Pharmacy.  
Doug introduced his team and turned it over to David Mackay. 

David MacKay – asked Lorrie and Kathleen to pass out the information related to the proposed 
Pharmacy; and explained that the purpose is to transfer control from health Canada back to the 
community. Explained that  Logo created represents “our community our pharmacy our healing”…. 
Medicine wheel…. Colors… our ability to have control over the healing process; and its an option open to 
Berens River, an alternative to Grand Medicine so that we could have access to the revenues.  It’s a 
lucrative business and we need to take advantage of the opportunity to have all profit sharing return to 
the community.  Why shouldn’t we receive the benefit of this business?  No pressure…. But an 



 

 

opportunity to enhance the programs and services we currently run, i.e. diabetes programs…. Direct 
delivery to homes… get medicines approved not currently covered by NIHB. 

We will receive the medicines here… and bring employment into the community.  We’ve gone out and 
gotten health Canada blessings for non insured health benefits in pharmacy…. For the southeast area… 
will service all 8 first nations… projections 500K – 1M in se area alone.  Size and scope of this unit would 
involve not only se nations at this point, but, could extend to all other fn’s in northern Manitoba.   

Pharmacy being built in se building on Boadway………..invited members to drop in to see the pharmacy.  
While in Berens visited Health Center and found a room in the nursing station that could service the 
community as a pharmacy depot.  This is for you….for the community members. 

Officially at an investment corporation….. ownership goes under Shawano…. And when the board got 
together this was passed by the board in December 2016.  Supported by all 8 nations in SERDC. 

Partnership developed with the care group of pharmacy’s out of Ontario and after reviewing many 
options found this to be the most intriguing opportunity possible for the communities.  They are our 
partners and the deal is 80-20% while most partnerships are 50-50..... 30% retained from the 80% for 
operations.  90% of remainder will go to communities that supply the patients… based on the number of  
prescriptions filled…moving to Shawano pharmacy…will increase our revenue stream … and 10% will go 
to dividend pool…. For flat distribution to all 8 communities.  More patients to our pharmacy…. The 
more this community will earn.  Your pharmacy, your community, your healing.  The pharmacists will be 
in the communities every 3 months to provide information to the members in that communities and will 
be available by phone and personally at the pharmacy in Winnipeg.  We are open to hearing from you 
about what will make your life better.   

Bill Bouchie….good to present to the people…. Talking about big money to the people… I’d like to see 
the breakdown of the salaries…. How much you will be putting in your pockets and doesn’t make sense 
about how much money is involved.  Doesn’t look like very much.  Doug – we have received the same 
questions and we did a full business plan.  We have legal agreements in place about how we are setting 
up the profits and distribution….. and will be transparent in the distribution of funding; more details will 
come…. Not making a presentation on the business plan here in the presentation, but that part has the 
details about the salaries and expenses. 

We will have the same transparency in the audit processes.  First years are often difficult… but, the 
potential is greater to getting more and more patients moving their prescriptions to us and making more 
money. 

Eileen – this is our first band meeting in 2.5 years and this is kind of new to us, we would need to meet 
to hear and understand more about this. 

David – honored that we are the first item on agenda in 2.5 years… this is now yours… hope that this will 
be an opportunity you take advantage of.. 

Larry – How much will berens be kicking in?  What about berens pulling out of SERDC…due to unfair 
distribution of profits…what will happen in this? 

David – no financial commitments required.  Berens will not have to put any money into the venture. 



 

 

Doug – we got our new monies through the first peoples growth fund…. And this is what is covering the 
costs to date.  Doug…. Spent a lot of time on becoming clear in goals and distribution …. I want to ensure 
that Berens River is treated fairly in the distribution of profits…  

Melody – the distribution of jobs…. Will that funding go to the first nation for the employment 
opportunity?  How does the community ensure pay be given.  Doug…. The Pharmacy will pay the 
employee’s directly and not flow through the First Nation. 

David …. 1 CHR and 1 Community Aide Worker will be the realistic goal of employment opportunities for 
the people at the outset. 

Leroy….what is wrong with grand medicine?   

Doug …. Nothing is wrong with grand medicine…. Their money stays out… nothing comes back to the 
community.  Shawano is a way to bring money back into the community. 

David….you have the choice to stay with grand medicine…. But…. If we can give you the same service… 
and the profit return to the community… it’s your choice…. You don’t have to come to Shawano… it’s 
your choice…. You own this … finally get self determination… same service if not better.   

Melody…. Chief and council…. You’ll be getting a share… what’s the plan of what your are doing with the 
share… Chief….. we invited them back… and haven’t signed anything yet.  We will be looking for 
guidance from you and then chief and council will discuss what to do from there…. If you have idea’s will 
consider it. 

Melody suggested that the profits go into the building of a personal care home.   

Clarence suggested that there be more discussion on this matter… an hour isn’t enough time.   Further 
discussions will be held. 

Joyce – will we have a board to sit with you guys on planning profit distribution?  Chief agreed that it’s a 
possibility to set something up this way. 

BDO CANADA – Chris Kauenhofen 

Pleased to be here…. This is the audit for the 2017… and new year audit begins in June for the year 2018.  
Table of contents from the Audit… Chris try to keep things simple…. And the responsibilities for the audit 
numbers comes from the community and finance….  

Reviewed the audit letter… explaining how the audit is done. 

Qualification point in the audit….. weakness in cash operations due to bingo and native gaming 
commission.  That’s the operation for a number of year’s that has been causing the qualification in the 
audit.  No way of finding out for sure of numbers on money coming in…. or how much is going out.  We 
anticipate that for next year… there will be a clean audit as I understand Bingo activity has been 
minimized. 

At March 31st, 2017 there was monies in the band…. But a lot of money owed to the band as well…. 
2.2M in investments…. Mainly prc.  Assets are growing…. But have to look at the indebtedness…  

Net Debt…. Decrease of $527,130 



 

 

Shawano Investments….. Loan --- eats up any profit payment back to the Band. 

Auditor suggested that Shawano needs to be presenting their audits in the community because we are a 
shareholder.   

Prime plus 3.25% in bank indebtedness….  

2.1M is non-cash (amortization)…  

Chris Kauenhofen went on the present the audit to the people, explaining the numbers.  Availability of 
the audit is on the Website for people to review.  Questions raised and answered. 

Beatrice – Log inn…. There are 2 people living in the log inn without paying rent… when you are running 
a business… you need to have people paying.  Isn’t that the way business is run? 

Council advised that they were currently reviewing plans on how to get this issue addressed in order to 
have the log inn operating in full ‘business’ mode. 

Joyce asked Chief and Council if they would be willing to share more details on the expenditures. 

Request made to Chief & Council – about getting a breakdown of expenses  

Suzanne agreed to share information in her portfolio. 

Steve agreed to share information within the confines of privacy laws. 

Roland – of what you are asking….. there is more in terms of hours/time…. And details that is a long 
process….. we are half way.  In our quarterly budget meeting … we review where we stand to the end of 
the fiscal year.  Some of the information I question too to get the answers to.  Need answers….that we 
can give out to the community. 

A new positions “Community Navigator” – we hired Tracy Berens and we hired her to do a job, but, she 
was blocked with doing more in her job because of finances … and the reporting that wasn’t done… but 
this starting to happen now…. With the money being managed here on the reserve.  Need to bring it 
home for it to be done locally…. I’m in housing…. Pam helped me a lot to understand… cuz I didn’t 
understand a lot of the information…. But, we learned how to help each other. 

We need to understand to that the more housing we accommodate for the members…. The debt goes 
higher…. That is something that we need to understand. 

Question was raised about George Kemp….. why is he still here…??  We voted him out before, and yet 
he is still here. 

Blaine – 100% owned businesses… what does that mean?  – A Member – was refused business at the log 
inn.  Want to know if we own it.  Council confirmed we do own it. 

Madeliene….. we should minimize the topics on the agenda; there is too much to go through at one 
sitting.  Council agreed to a suggestion that more meetings be held to inform the community. 

Maria – do you know anything about estates – handicap…. Deaths…  



 

 

Shannon explained the processes and wasn’t able to confirm whether additional benefits were due to 
individuals in that situation.  Gerald confirmed that usually only CPP provides benefits, but, CPP is only 
due to those that work and contribute. 

Mikey – questioned where the money from PRC goes… Chief reviewed the issues with ICCI and the claim 
against the First Nation, informing the community that the profits in PRC are being retained in PRC in 
order to have money on hand if the community were to be found responsible in the claim. 

Question was raised about Square Timber housing…. And why there is activity in there when it has not 
been operating for last 5-6 years. 

Gerald – Logging – Mill shut down in Pine Falls… and we received funding for square timber housing… 
but, that money was used to build the 2 homes… Joyce… that’s what we are asking – can you do the 
breakdown.  Gerald… if we go to meetings with specific topics, it would be easier.   

Shirley brought up the suggestion that we should have meetings more often then the agenda wouldn’t 
be so huge. 

Chris - Minimum threshold is annual audit…. And we can go every quarter if we have to and it would be 
easier and it could be in more detail then what is presented in the annual audit and that the community 
has this choice. 

Amortization explanation – ‘depreciation’ of capital assets over years, in response to request for 
clarification by George Green. 

Eileen Whiteway questioned Housing renovations – my repairs…. 60K … What goes into repairs…. I 
didn’t receive all that was outlined… and was supposed to get new tub, toilet, etc., cupboards…  

Roland, had scope of work done … don’t have details… but when the inspector comes and inspects what 
needs to be done… and then if there is a lot of work done it adds up…. And then people start asking for 
more and more and the costs go up… and we have to cover the difference of anything over and above 
the 60K.  In Eileen’s case…. From 100 amp was switched to 200 amp box… and it costs a lot, taking it 
away from the budget… electrician went and didn’t finish what he was supposed to do before  Manitoba 
Hydro was called and they ended up coming in to finish the work that we started.  Eileen…Mark pulled 
up the main wire which he wasn’t supposed to do.  He had a Permit to do the switch box but didn’t even 
mark the box of where wires go.  Roland explained what was done at Eileen’s house and what was 
costed in extra. 

Sylvia – been asking for a porch for 9 years, and still waiting.  Her request was acknowledged, and was 
advised that they are trying to address her request. 

Melody – what they are saying is they want accountability…. Joyce asking for details on program 
expenses… we need to be heard listened to… meet with us monthly for awhile.  Melody, we should be 
doing band business in Berens River, not in Winnipeg….. if people want to meet with us then they should 
be brought in to meet with us.  We’ll accommodate them. 

Joyce – local – not Winnipeg.   

George Kemp ???  Chief Hartley – I ask him to do things, do proposals…. Look for parts for meemee, the 
rock crusher… and does a lot of paper work for me when my other colleagues don’t specialize in certain 



 

 

areas.  He’s there to help…. A lot of projects was assisted by him, for example…. 5 km access road, which 
we aren’t finished with… but work is continuing… He applied for that and they got approved.  Tried 
others that didn’t get approved… In the past 2 years…. Had 6 cmhc homes built … 8 cmhc homes this 
year and duplexes… and bachelor units we built on our own….  Total of 35 homes … We’re pressured to 
find money to build the bachelors small homes because they didn’t have a place to stay.   

Built and brought back 35 homes into the community….. I know there are a lot of people and families 
asking for homes… and it’s a lot of pressure … just be patient. 

Shirley……are the cabins being used going to be dealt with about the people staying there and not 
paying?  Chief – we are looking into this and we are going to sit down as chief and council to discuss this 
further. 

Shirley - Future Business Plan???  Chief … I am always interested in looking at initiatives that would bring 
back revenue into the community.  Gaming Center being one….. and want to find ways to keep the 
money in the community…. To also capture island lake travel in the winter… to put monies towards 
economic development activity for the community.   

Clarence….. Might as well open a beer vendor… that’s where all the money is going anyway.  Chief said 
that no money is made out of vendors….. Clarence asked for support to start a vendor (bcr).   

Suzanne will explain a little more on gaming part….Suzanne explained that a certain number of people 
needed to  be notified or consulted with and approved…. And is currently questioning the numbers to 
approve the opening of the bar/vendor.  Suzanne… will share the information once she gets the 
information…. I don’t have any problems with sharing and meeting with the people.  I don’t mind poking 
people and getting an answer. 

I understand that the vendor is a concern….  

Norman agreed that he agrees with sharing information to the community, and knows that the people 
want to know where the money goes…. And I likes the idea.  So that everyone can see where the money 
goes.  My worst fear is the future… and when the cut back comes in…. then what?  Joyce said that this is 
what we need. 

Norman…. Claimed I hate that lounge/vendor…. And in the process of collecting stats and data, and 
going to use those stats and data to bring balance to our community.  I want to do something here.  A 
BCR needs to be done where the community if they wish and agree to a dry community, then we can do 
something.   

Maria – I don’t know what’s worse… the vendor or the boot leggers…   

Beatrice – Need to do something about boot leggers….  

Norman……Chief and Council will never eliminate alcohol…. But key is to have more control.   Norman 
stated that the people that abuse alcohol makes it bad for those that drink sociably.   

Norman… I asked for a monthly report and I agree with this too.   

Blaine……..asked for a system of cheques with social assistance and not vouchers (is this human rights 
issue?)…. Requested that this be changed…. Demanded people back him up. 



 

 

Larry – Is funding based on on reserve only?  Shannon – The funding is based on on reserve for O&M, 
and most things.  Funding for post secondary education is only program that utilizes total population. 

Voting too?  No, that is with on and off reserve…. Shannon, commented that monthly meeting s would 
be good…. There is a lot to discuss and a lot to go through.  This a good starting point… and suggested 
that maybe quarterly process is an answer…. Let me know.  

Question to Shannon - Band List… can it be corrected….??  Shannon explained that certificates (births 
and deaths) need to be provided by the people…so it’s important for the community members to 
provide this information. To update/review by December 31st every year. 

The more money …. Is based ‘on reserve’ … is that fraud when there are more people listed on or off 
reserve???   

Shannon…. Not fraud… just needs to be updated…. People may be transient… those can be left ‘on’.   

Roland – confused… Do you get money for off reserve?  Shannon…. No.  

Norman….. agreed with cheques being issued…. Is the way to go.  Feels that the prices will go down… if 
the local businesses are looking to get cash.  I feel it will bring prices down,.  Blaine….. Asked if this can 
be done…. YES it can be done.  

Wanda questioned selection of houses…. It seems the only way to get a house is to get on social.  These 
working people are not being recognized…  

Also whenever you do roadwork…. Make sure that they clear driveways…. They left a big pile in our 
driveway… and vehicles that sit low….are grinding there.  Chief committed to talk to the supervisor to 
make sure that this is cleared immediately.   

BREAK IN MEETING 

Portfolio Presentations: 

Chief – before we go to the portfolio presentations….. for myself and councillors; I want to get back on 
the question we had just before the break…. How do we select the names for housing??  Chief said we 
have about 200 applications in total from membership… from berens.  Then we try our best to get as 
much done… under CMHC we are only borrowing the monies to build these homes… and the people 
that have these homes… or the people selected for these homes…. Are on social assistance.  This avoids 
the fn from getting into too much deficit.   

Chief…. Explained why houses are given to social clients…. Because the debt is with the band when 
people don’t pay rent. 

We are revisiting the housing marketing fund…. But the same rules apply…. Where the fn becomes 
responsible… and when the homeowner stops paying…. We can’t kick them out when they have kids… 
it’s a hard decision to make. 

It’s a hard problem to solve.  I myself want to help people that work…. But its hard sometimes in a 
system that is built the way it is.  



 

 

Chief – Portfolio Presentations –  

Question raised by Linda B…….My sister Maureen…. Has been living in a house that is all moldy…. Her 
insulation is all wet…. And I’m talking for her …. Something needs to be done there…. Can you do 
something about this??  What about the guys that went there … they told her to burn that house…. 
Chief… explained that the people who assessed that house belonged to the company called bear paw 
who was supposed to follow up with more paperwork, but they disappeared… We will look at 
Maureen’s house to see what we can do. 

Clarence – we are all accountable for everything – including our own houses… and all need to save 
money for all the guys that sit around doing nothing…. Guys build up their hours…. Money can be saved 
there.  

Chief – we need to look at streamlining hours…. And getting time clocks is something I’m looking at … 
but yes…. We need to find ways to save money…. Windows doors… water tanks… need to have abit of 
surplus monies to cover those kinds of costs. 

Shirley… An issue in regards to the school….a high school for berens river.  Chief… we are working 
together as a council to get that feasibility study going this year…or next year.  Shirley…..This is tough on 
the kids that are going out… and we need to do something there… when we send kids out for school…. It 
damages them.  Kids shouldn’t have to go through this especially when we have the power to go for a 
high school…. Those kids getting kicked out every year… could be our lawyers, our doctors, our nurses.. 
and get stuck here.  The power is in your hands…. You need to go after a high school….this is a big issue 
right now and you guys need to go through this.  Chief ….. I want to focus on youth to set up more 
structures… i.e. in Winnipeg, I’ve seen structures that I’d like to build here as well…. And we need to 
create revenue to have these things as well. 

Maria – people need to set rules for the young people… about the policy etc., and the constant 
vandalism. 

Chief … yes we have to set up this rental regime… to make people understand that policy is important to 
make people understand that they can’t be constantly getting repairs or windows…. We need to make 
sure that people are more responsible for their homes. 

Maria…. People need to learn to do things for themselves…  

Mikey - Who is looking after the 8 Plex…. Which councillor?  Mileys Berens…. Is having problem with his 
house….and he’s a sick man…. Wondering if his unit there could be looked at…. There were 2 companies 
working there that didn’t do his piping right….has no washer and dryer…. My brother has to do his 
laundry at my mom’s…. needs work on his pipes… Asking that this be done.  Chief – yes we will look into 
this. 

Bill Bouchie – Every year… same people work year round…. Yet some people…. Are only allowed to work 
only till they have enough hours… crushing… same people every year… all year… everyone needs a job… 
put some of those guys on e.i. too…. But, you just keep letting them work on and on and on… my 
brother worked there then as soon as he had enough e.i…. he was let go.  This is no good… got to look 
into this.  I asked for a job… but, don’t get anything…. No jobs… and I can do the same kind of work that 



 

 

they do at the crusher…. Can still do 15 kms in the bush…. But what is wrong ??  I gotta survive 
somewhere… can’t get welfare…  I need to survive… I don’t have a job. 

Mikey…. A lot of people… students try to get a job…. Come back from school and try to work here… but, 
they can’t work.   

Bill Bouchie…. We are the voting members….  

Norman…. I agree with you Mr. Bouchie, and I’ve been kind of doing what you are saying… but the policy 
has changed… and you need license to operate band vehicle… which has stopped me from allowing 
other people from driving the water and sewer trucks…. So that limits me… and now I have to only hire 
those that are licensed.  Meemee is not my area…. And maybe if we lay off some guys… more progress 
will happen.  Thanks for bringing that up. 

Bill bouchie… you need to lobby for MPIC to come out here for people to get their licenses.   

Norman…. There is training coming up for class one….  

Chief - But, people need their class 5 first… and if anyone is interested let us know. 

Norman there is opportunity to work…. In the past… the late Gerald Semple… was contracted to provide 
dry wood for elders… and there is potential for people to start work there to take over this work.   

Clarence…..There is opportunity to gather metal and tin…. Need help to haul it to Selkirk…. To sell it.  
Maybe you guys can look into this.  Council agreed. 

Joyce – are you renewing the administration policy… do you follow this???   

Norman….. yes chief and council and all the people need to follow this.   

Suzanne – is currently being amended… some additions and changes being made.  The policy should be 
done and shared with the community by august. 

Suzanne…. I just started in January… and thank the members for electing me and the opportunity to take 
on my portfolio’s I will be looking after over next 2 years.  I want to formally invite people to attend a 
social information session….. where there will be more information in regards to social assistance… and 
this will answer all the questions… of some of the things brought up here tonight..  We’ll talk about 
cheques, isolated/northern rates… wop… on May 25th, 11-3… we will be serving lunch.  You are more 
than welcome to attend then.   

Joyce… you are getting time clocks??  That’s good.  Chief – yes as we are too busy to be babysitting the 
employee’s.   

Clarence…. With the time clocks you still have to watch them… Chief yes, was also thinking of  cameras. 

Melody…. Is there no accountability by the managers…..??  Chief… there again people can’t be at 3-4 
places at once… I’m getting people to be responsible for different projects…. One person will be doing 
this….. another that… and will find ways to cut down and make workers accountable for what they are 
supposed to be doing.  I get frustrated… when employees start telling on each other…..  



 

 

Eileen…. Explained abuse of time clocks…. People left work as soon as they punch in…. come back and 
punch in… when they have to… yet they haven’t been there all day…. Chief … we have to start making 
the people write what they did all day…. And get it verified…  

Chief this is what I did when I was looking after the wate r and sewer truck drivers… and confirmed with 
the people listed… 

Roland… it’s 11 and we’ll commit to another meeting soon as there is still a lot of things to be discussed.  
I’m looking at the 28th or 29th. 

Melody…. Can you write down what you’ve been doing as part of your portfolio’s…. and distribute 
them… ahead of time as this will cut down some of the time.   

Joyce – we need at least one day about the land and asked for this to be considered. 

Hughie…. Have doctor’s letter…. Of what they need their child looked at.  There’s a lot of issues that 
need to be looked at for their baby….this to be addressed. 

Bill…. You were hired here… you work here….. not over there. 

Bill asked the Chief……Get rid of your supervisor…. Get another one!  I’m not giving up on that one! 

Roland suggested next meeting 28 & 29 … Chief… I’ll be in The Pas then with Clear Sky Enterprises on 
the hooking up of high speed internet… then, and if another date is not scheduled I’ll stay back.   

Blaine…. Who is going to benefit from the clear sky connections…?? 

Roland…. We can be our own service provider for high speed internet…. But it’s a project that is going to 
take time.   

Blaine…. Who is all involved in Band Council Resolution …. BCR’s?   

Chief and Council…. Are the ones… that can sign….  

Blaine, the people should be involved as well??   

Suzanne…… suggested that we postpone that discussion…. And it will be addressed in the policy….. 
which is currently being revised… I recommend to hold off tillafter June to make your recommendations 
after the audit work and the policy has been amended.  I will do the best I can while I am in term as 
council. I am still in the learning process but I am more willing to sit down and discuss. 

Eileen: I have a question regarding the all weather road, the large rocks causing problems. Who is in 
charge of those roads. 

Hartley: I am having inspectors from the province to come in and do the road and will be asking M.I. 
tomorrow… about whether there is any plan to fix the road. 

Eileen…. There is an issue with more break-ins… I don’t know if this is because of the all weather road… 
or locals doing it. 

Hartley…. Most likely locals… and started getting my house with camera’s… and get someone to stay 
there when I leave. 



 

 

Larry….. before we close I want to bring something up…. I want to talk about this community land use 
planning… started in 2014… poplar started in 1980…. And they done lots… it’s called community based 
land use planning… land outside the reserve boundaries… wherever berens river people used land… and 
gradually land is going out… and we were told that if we go through with this we will eventually lose our 
treaty rights…. If you see the reserve lands…. In 40 years the land will be smaller… we need to map out 
our land.  We need a meeting on this topic only… and ask what the position of chief and council is on 
this topic.  Got to look ahead…. Not just tomorrow or next week or next month… 2 things happened 
already…. Last chief gave away land up the river…. By herself without the consent of people… and if you 
go look by Bradbury…. Sigfusson claimed that area… people are going to take our land slowly and we’ll 
be left with nothing. 

Suzanne…. I knew a little bit about this last year… and asked for opinions… and were invited to 
meetings… and from their perspective did my own research and had allot of questions and concerns… I 
have met with Jacinta on this topic back in January…. For me personally… because I am a band member 
of berens… I want our land to stay pristine… I asked Jacinta to do a public forum for the whole 
community…. To clarify things and give perspective to the members…. To give them information… 
outside jacinta’s rules… everyone should be invited in general… Larry… people were invited… Suzanne… 
No, I was told I couldn’t bring a guest… Larry… can we set this up???  In September… Hartley was at a 
meeting where he told them that he needed to talk to the people more about it. Further discussion to 
be held. 

Iris Flett – My question is in the health system…. I’m a nurse and the people are not getting the care 
they need…. Our equipment is outdated…. We need full time nurses in our community… I may offend 
quite a bit of people… if you care for our community we need full time nurses… we spend too much time 
on relief… if they want to work here they should stay here… Melody.. with the all weather road…. There 
is nothing in place for an accident that happens… and we need to have our place properly staffed and 
equipped.  We need an ambulance.  

Bill Bouchie… who got rid of Sylvain??  He was a good nurse.   

Steve – We are currently restructuring because it’s a critical issue… it’s long overdue… and the system 
needs to change… all weather road… more changes.. and we did 3 long interviews and this person we 
hire will look just at clinic side… to make sure that we have more nurses… to make sure that all 
equipment is upgraded… and this restructuring involves getting someone to do JUST administration  on 
the clinic side…  

In saying that… equipment… listing.. will be inventoried to discuss ambulance service… xray machine… 
and hopefully this will happen soon.  Sylvio is coming back…. Who was a big part in the stat’s … and 
increase in budget of 1.5M and hopefully this injection of monies into the system will make some things 
happen this year.  To improve nursing… and upgrade equipment…. At the moment… we don’t have 
anyone on contract…. and will be looking at initiatives to keep nurses here… with the 1.5m we will be 
getting we hope it will balance and stabilize our nursing. 

Steve… we are going to evaluating all the programs for bfi, bhc, nadap… with all weather road, more 
booze, more pills coming in… and we need to start looking at ways to reach our young people… and 
families… programs need to be more pro-active in this area.   



 

 

Issues presented for further discussion by Councillor Steve involved programming….nursing… ambulance 
services… etc. 

LAND ISSUES – need to be further discussed… if you don’t protect it you’ll lose your hunting rights if we 
don’t’ protect our lands.  Who has the portfolio… someone put a stop to that…. They don’t want that to 
go ahead… somebody.   

Councillor Steve… can we have a volunteer to close the meeting with a closing prayer…?? 

We will put up notice on the next band meeting. 

Closing Prayer by Larry Whiteway. 

MEETING ADJOURNED. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


